
Maltreatment



Introduction
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In this lesson, we will cover:

• What is maltreatment?
• Section 11 of the Playing Rules
• What are officials’ responsibilities 

regarding maltreatment?
• How to identify, categorize, and 

address maltreatment 



What is maltreatment?
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Maltreatment consists of acts that result in actual or the potential of 
physical or psychological harm. This includes, but is not limited to physical, 
psychological, or sexual actions, as detailed below. 

Physical Psychological Sexual
• Assault or unwanted 

physical contact 
• Non-contact behaviour, 

such as denying hydration 
or nutrition; providing 
alcohol to a participant 
under legal age, etc. 

• Verbal assaults or attacks
• Unwanted physical contact 
• Denying attention or 

support

• Unwanted contact of a 
sexual nature on any part 
of a person’s body

• Showing sexual videos or 
images 

• Unwanted conversation or 
teasing of a sexual nature



Why maltreatment?
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Hockey Canada believes that every person should have 
positive experiences in hockey. 

It’s easy to say that discrimination, harassment, and abuse 
have no place in our game… but we all play a role in making 
that a reality. 

We must all expect more from participants, our teammates, 
and ourselves. No excuses. 



Officials’ Responsibilities
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Officials are on the front lines of the culture change to 
remove maltreatment from hockey. This means that officials 
have a responsibility to:

• Apply Section 11 consistently – a challenging, emotional game is not 
an excuse for maltreatment

• Not be a bystander – if you hear something, address it. That may mean 
assessing a penalty to a player or team official, but it could mean having 
a difficult conversation with your partner.

• Follow the established procedures and report any witnessed or 
alleged incidents of maltreatment.



Section 11
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New Playing Rule

11.1 Unsportsmanlike Conduct

11.2 Disrespectful and Abusive Behaviour

11.3 Spitting

11.4 Discrimination

11.5 Physical Harassment of Officials



Rules 11.1 & 11.2
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11.1 - Unsportsmanlike Conduct 
• Player or team official challenges/disputes the ruling of the official(s);

• Often starts with “That is …”.

11.2 - Disrespectful and Abusive Behaviour

• Player, goaltender, or team official uses disrespectful language or gestures 
directed to the Referee or any other individual;

• “disrespectful” is defined as actions or words deemed rude, unpleasant, 
inappropriate, or unprofessional and found to be offensive to others;

• Often starts with “You are …”.



Rule 11.4 – Discrimination
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Any player, goaltender or team official who engages in verbal taunts, insults, or 
intimidation based on discriminatory grounds, shall be assessed a Gross 
Misconduct penalty.

Discriminatory grounds include the following, without limitation: 
• Race, national or ethnic origin, skin colour, or language spoken
• Religion, faith, or beliefs 
• Age 
• Sex, sexual orientation, or gender identity / expression 
• Marital or familial status
• Genetic characteristics
• Disability 



Officials’ Responsibilities
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Reporting

• Officials must submit a Game Incident Report for all penalties above 
Minor penalties assessed under Section 11.

• Officials can also file a Game Incident Report for incidents where they 
assessed a Minor penalty but are unsure if the incident warrants a 
different penalty. 

• For any alleged instances of discrimination that are not witnessed by an 
on-ice official, officials must follow the established procedures to report 
the allegation.



Officials’ Responsibilities
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When an allegation is made and the officials did not witness the 
incident, follow this three-step process

STEP 1

Confer with your officiating team in 
case they witnessed the incident. 

Any official who witnessed the 
incident can assess the required 

Gross Misconduct penalty.

If none of you witnessed the 
incident, proceed to Step 2.  

STEP 2

Address the allegation with a team 
official from each team. 

Explain what was alleged, who was 
involved, and the potential 

consequences for this behaviour.

Advise the team official that you 
must report, even with no penalty.

STEP 3

Submit a Game Incident Report, 
detailing what you know about the 
incident. Who was involved? What 
was alleged to have been said or 

done? What did you observe?

Only speak to what you know but 
be thorough! 



Breakout Activity
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Applying Section 11 in game situations

The key to applying Section 11 rules effectively is understanding the 
criteria. If officials understand the criteria, then they can apply the rule in 
any situation.

So, this activity will focus on assessing different situations and 
understanding how they should be dealt with under the maltreatment 
rules. 

Focus on the key words utilized in the rules and identifying where 
behaviour moves from challenging or disputing, to disrespectful or abusive, 
to discriminatory. 



Breakout Activity
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A. Is this maltreatment? Yes, No or Maybe. What Rule? 

B. How would you handle this situation as an official? 

C. How could this situation escalate? What do we need to be thinking 
about in this situation, as officials? 

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12

Jump to 
closing



Breakout Activity
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1. Two players are battling in front of the net and things are getting heated. 
One player complains that you missed them getting slashed. The whistle 
goes and the players are moving for a line change, but they're going slowly, 
as they continue to trash-talk back and forth. 

A. This may or may not be maltreatment, but it depends on what they’re saying and how it progresses.

B. As a linesperson, we want to get in between the two players and guide them to their benches as quickly as possible. 
As a referee we might want to get involved, but we have to think about everything else happening on the ice.

C.
This could easily escalate, especially if we don’t have a presence there. It could become physical or the trash-talking 
could escalate. We also have to think about whether other players might get involved; either other players on the ice 
or players on the bench, as they get closer. 

Back

A. This may or may not be maltreatment, but it depends on what they’re saying and how it progresses.

B. As a linesperson, we want to get in between the two players and guide them to their benches as quickly as possible. 
As a referee we might want to get involved, but we have to think about everything else happening on the ice.

C.
This could easily escalate, especially if we don’t have a presence there. It could become physical or the trash-talking 
could escalate. We also have to think about whether other players might get involved; either other players on the ice 
or players on the bench, as they get closer. 

A. This may or may not be maltreatment, but it depends on what they’re saying and how it progresses.

B. As a linesperson, we want to get in between the two players and guide them to their benches as quickly as possible. 
As a referee we might want to get involved, but we have to think about everything else happening on the ice.

C.
This could easily escalate, especially if we don’t have a presence there. It could become physical or the trash-talking 
could escalate. We also have to think about whether other players might get involved; either other players on the ice 
or players on the bench, as they get closer. 



Breakout Activity
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2. You stop the play for offside and the visiting coach standing directly behind you 
doesn't agree with the call. They immediately yell "ref, what the heck?! That was 
onside by a mile!" As you retrieve the puck and line up for the face-off, right in 
front of the bench, they continue to complain. They aren't swearing but all ten 
players on the ice, plus the whole visiting team can hear it.

A. The initial comment probably isn’t maltreatment, if this is the first thing the coach has said. But when they continue 
as you’re setting up for the face-off, that is definitely challenging/disputing behaviour (11.1) 

B.
Let’s make sure we work as a team. If you’re setting up for a face-off, your partner’s probably aren’t close to you, 
which means you’re outnumbered. Do we try to correct the coach’s behaviour or go directly to a Bench Minor 
penalty? 

C. What happens if we don’t address this behaviour? Not only is this coach challenging us, but all their players can hear 
them do it. 

Back

A. The initial comment probably isn’t maltreatment, if this is the first thing the coach has said. But when they continue 
as you’re setting up for the face-off, that is definitely challenging/disputing behaviour (11.1) 

B.
Let’s make sure we work as a team. If you’re setting up for a face-off, your partner’s probably aren’t close to you, 
which means you’re outnumbered. Do we try to correct the coach’s behaviour or go directly to a Bench Minor 
penalty? 

C. What happens if we don’t address this behaviour? Not only is this coach challenging us, but all their players can hear 
them do it. 

A. The initial comment probably isn’t maltreatment, if this is the first thing the coach has said. But when they continue 
as you’re setting up for the face-off, that is definitely challenging/disputing behaviour (11.1) 

B.
Let’s make sure we work as a team. If you’re setting up for a face-off, your partner’s probably aren’t close to you, 
which means you’re outnumbered. Do we try to correct the coach’s behaviour or go directly to a Bench Minor 
penalty? 

C. What happens if we don’t address this behaviour? Not only is this coach challenging us, but all their players can hear 
them do it. 



Breakout Activity
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3. You are refereeing a game and one coach is not happy with your calls. Their team 
takes four penalties in a row and each time, they yell "oh come on!" loud enough 
for everyone to hear. When the other team takes a penalty, the coach applauds 
and says, "finally you got one right, ref. Good work!" 

A. 
Saying “oh come on” isn’t Unsportsmanlike Conduct by itself, but the volume and repetition elevates it to being 
worthy of a penalty under Rule 11.1. We didn’t address that at the time, but you for “finally” getting a call is 
absolutely Unsportsmanlike Conduct (11.1). 

B.
We should assess a Bench Minor penalty to the coach for Unsportsmanlike Conduct. We should also try to deliver a 
message to them about their behaviour, but now might not be the right time. It depends on how upset the coach is 
when you assess the Bench Minor penalty. 

C. What happens if we don’t address this behaviour? Not only is this coach challenging us, but everyone else can hear 
them. Additionally, assessing the penalty may correct the behaviour, or it may make the coach angrier. 

Back

A. 
Saying “oh come on” isn’t Unsportsmanlike Conduct by itself, but the volume and repetition elevates it to being 
worthy of a penalty under Rule 11.1. We didn’t address that at the time, but you for “finally” getting a call is 
absolutely Unsportsmanlike Conduct (11.1). 

B.
We should assess a Bench Minor penalty to the coach for Unsportsmanlike Conduct. We should also try to deliver a 
message to them about their behaviour, but now might not be the right time. It depends on how upset the coach is 
when you assess the Bench Minor penalty. 

C. What happens if we don’t address this behaviour? Not only is this coach challenging us, but everyone else can hear 
them. Additionally, assessing the penalty may correct the behaviour, or it may make the coach angrier. 

A. 
Saying “oh come on” isn’t Unsportsmanlike Conduct by itself, but the volume and repetition elevates it to being 
worthy of a penalty under Rule 11.1. We didn’t address that at the time, but you for “finally” getting a call is 
absolutely Unsportsmanlike Conduct (11.1). 

B.
We should assess a Bench Minor penalty to the coach for Unsportsmanlike Conduct. We should also try to deliver a 
message to them about their behaviour, but now might not be the right time. It depends on how upset the coach is 
when you assess the Bench Minor penalty. 

C. What happens if we don’t address this behaviour? Not only is this coach challenging us, but everyone else can hear 
them. Additionally, assessing the penalty may correct the behaviour, or it may make the coach angrier. 



Breakout Activity
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4. A player has taken two penalties in a row in the first period. Early in the 
second period, they take a third penalty. They slam their stick on the ice, 
and yell "ref, what the fuck!" and skate to the box. 

A. This is certainly on the line of Unsportsmanlike Conduct (11.1). Although it’s profane, it’s not a personal attack 
towards you, so it’s not Disrespectful or Abusive Behaviour (11.2). It’s more of an emotional outburst. 

B. We definitely have to address this situation. Should we go with a Minor penalty or can we have a conversation with 
this player? How do we make that decision? How would we approach a conversation with the player?

C.
If the player’s comment is a frustrated outburst, giving them another penalty (putting them in the box for four 
minutes) probably isn’t going to improve the situation. But we can’t just ignore it, because the behaviour could 
escalate from there. 

Back

A. This is certainly on the line of Unsportsmanlike Conduct (11.1). Although it’s profane, it’s not a personal attack 
towards you, so it’s not Disrespectful or Abusive Behaviour (11.2). It’s more of an emotional outburst. 

B. We definitely have to address this situation. Should we go with a Minor penalty or can we have a conversation with 
this player? How do we make that decision? How would we approach a conversation with the player?

C.
If the player’s comment is a frustrated outburst, giving them another penalty (putting them in the box for four 
minutes) probably isn’t going to improve the situation. But we can’t just ignore it, because the behaviour could 
escalate from there. 

A. This is certainly on the line of Unsportsmanlike Conduct (11.1). Although it’s profane, it’s not a personal attack 
towards you, so it’s not Disrespectful or Abusive Behaviour (11.2). It’s more of an emotional outburst. 

B. We definitely have to address this situation. Should we go with a Minor penalty or can we have a conversation with 
this player? How do we make that decision? How would we approach a conversation with the player?

C.
If the player’s comment is a frustrated outburst, giving them another penalty (putting them in the box for four 
minutes) probably isn’t going to improve the situation. But we can’t just ignore it, because the behaviour could 
escalate from there. 



Breakout Activity
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5. You are refereeing a game and every time you or one of your partners makes a 
call against the home team, one of the assistant coaches yells "booooo!". They 
don't swear or make any gestures. But they do it on every offside, icing, or penalty 
call; even when you stop play for a hand pass against the home team.

A. This is certainly approaching Unsportsmanlike Conduct (11.1). A team official is not the same as a spectator and is 
required to display a level of sportsmanlike behaviour. 

B. We definitely have to address this situation. Should we go with a Minor penalty or can we have a conversation? How 
do we make that decision? Can we utilize the Head Coach as an ally here?

C.
If we don’t address this, it sets the precedent that Unsportsmanlike Conduct is acceptable and creates the potential 
for issues going forward. However, it’s important that we react in a calm way, so that we are not adding emotion to 
this situation. We aren’t assessing a penalty because they’ve gotten under our skin, we’re assessing a penalty because 
the coach has violated the rules. 

Back

A. This is certainly approaching Unsportsmanlike Conduct (11.1). A team official is not the same as a spectator and is 
required to display a level of sportsmanlike behaviour. 

B. We definitely have to address this situation. Should we go with a Minor penalty or can we have a conversation? How 
do we make that decision? Can we utilize the Head Coach as an ally here?

C.
If we don’t address this, it sets the precedent that Unsportsmanlike Conduct is acceptable and creates the potential 
for issues going forward. However, it’s important that we react in a calm way, so that we are not adding emotion to 
this situation. We aren’t assessing a penalty because they’ve gotten under our skin, we’re assessing a penalty because 
the coach has violated the rules. 

A. This is certainly approaching Unsportsmanlike Conduct (11.1). A team official is not the same as a spectator and is 
required to display a level of sportsmanlike behaviour. 

B. We definitely have to address this situation. Should we go with a Minor penalty or can we have a conversation? How 
do we make that decision? Can we utilize the Head Coach as an ally here?

C.
If we don’t address this, it sets the precedent that Unsportsmanlike Conduct is acceptable and creates the potential 
for issues going forward. However, it’s important that we react in a calm way, so that we are not adding emotion to 
this situation. We aren’t assessing a penalty because they’ve gotten under our skin, we’re assessing a penalty because 
the coach has violated the rules. 



Breakout Activity
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6. You are working as a linesperson and every time a play happens at the home 
team's blueline, the coach starts waving their arms and yelling. If they think it's 
offside, they throw their arm in the air and yell "offside! Hey ref, that was offside!" 
two or three times. It's the end of the first period and the coach has done this 
seven times. 

A. This is challenging/disputing behaviour, but depending on the volume and tone of the action, may not require a 
penalty for Unsportsmanlike Conduct (11.1). But the frequency/repetition is concerning.

B. We should take the opportunity to address this situation while it’s still relatively calm and not profane. Can we just 
have a conversation with the coach? How do we approach this conversation? 

C. While the behaviour itself is relatively mild, we don’t want both teams yelling at us every time a call is made. But it is 
likely that at some point, if this coach’s behaviour is not addressed, we are going to face that challenge. 

Back

A. This is challenging/disputing behaviour, but depending on the volume and tone of the action, may not require a 
penalty for Unsportsmanlike Conduct (11.1). But the frequency/repetition is concerning.

B. We should take the opportunity to address this situation while it’s still relatively calm and not profane. Can we just 
have a conversation with the coach? How do we approach this conversation? 

C. While the behaviour itself is relatively mild, we don’t want both teams yelling at us every time a call is made. But it is 
likely that at some point, if this coach’s behaviour is not addressed, we are going to face that challenge. 

A. This is challenging/disputing behaviour, but depending on the volume and tone of the action, may not require a 
penalty for Unsportsmanlike Conduct (11.1). But the frequency/repetition is concerning.

B. We should take the opportunity to address this situation while it’s still relatively calm and not profane. Can we just 
have a conversation with the coach? How do we approach this conversation? 

C. While the behaviour itself is relatively mild, we don’t want both teams yelling at us every time a call is made. But it is 
likely that at some point, if this coach’s behaviour is not addressed, we are going to face that challenge. 



Breakout Activity
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7. You are refereeing a game and there is only one girl playing, on the home 
team. In the third period, on a stoppage of play, she comes up to you and 
says that, on every line change, #14 and #19 on the away team are coming 
up behind her and trying to pull on her ponytail. You have not observed this 
behaviour. 

A. 
We could address this under a couple of different rules. We can approach this under a number of rules, including a 
Minor penalty under 7.1 (a) or a Misconduct penalty under Rule 11.2 (d). If we determine that this is maltreatment, 
we should go directly to Rule 11.2; it is certainly disrespectful. 

B. If none of the on-ice officials have witnessed this, do we address this with the players right away or do we watch 
carefully and wait for them to do it again? What are the pros and cons of each approach? 

C.
It is concerning that this is happening to the only girl playing in the game, but unless the players are making gender-
based comments, it’s probably not Discrimination under Rule 11.4. But that is certainly a concern and we should try to 
avoid that type of escalation. 

Back

A. 
We could address this under a couple of different rules. We can approach this under a number of rules, including a 
Minor penalty under 7.1 (a) or a Misconduct penalty under Rule 11.2 (d). If we determine that this is maltreatment, 
we should go directly to Rule 11.2; it is certainly disrespectful. 

B. If none of the on-ice officials have witnessed this, do we address this with the players right away or do we watch 
carefully and wait for them to do it again? What are the pros and cons of each approach? 

C.
It is concerning that this is happening to the only girl playing in the game, but unless the players are making gender-
based comments, it’s probably not Discrimination under Rule 11.4. But that is certainly a concern and we should try to 
avoid that type of escalation. 

A. 
We could address this under a couple of different rules. We can approach this under a number of rules, including a 
Minor penalty under 7.1 (a) or a Misconduct penalty under Rule 11.2 (d). If we determine that this is maltreatment, 
we should go directly to Rule 11.2; it is certainly disrespectful. 

B. If none of the on-ice officials have witnessed this, do we address this with the players right away or do we watch 
carefully and wait for them to do it again? What are the pros and cons of each approach? 

C.
It is concerning that this is happening to the only girl playing in the game, but unless the players are making gender-
based comments, it’s probably not Discrimination under Rule 11.4. But that is certainly a concern and we should try to 
avoid that type of escalation. 
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8. You are working as a linesperson in a AA game and the game is getting quite 
heated. There is a scramble at the net and when the whistle goes, two players onto 
each other. You come into separate them and say, "alright guys, we're good here." 
The defending player laughs and says "I'm not gonna fight this guy... he's too much 
of a fucking girl to step up and scrap anyways."

A. 
This is definitely maltreatment. It is disrespectful/abusive and the defending player is using the term “girl” with a 
negative connotation (including use of profanity), implying that because their opponent is weak or scared, that makes 
them a girl.

B. The appropriate action is a Gross Misconduct penalty under Rule 11.4.

C.
We need to be mindful of the escalation that comments like this can provoke. If we don’t address this appropriately 
and immediately, it emboldens players to make discriminatory comments and can provoke emotional, unpredictable 
actions from people on the receiving end of those comments. 

Back

A. 
This is definitely maltreatment. It is disrespectful/abusive and the defending player is using the term “girl” with a 
negative connotation (including use of profanity), implying that because their opponent is weak or scared, that makes 
them a girl.

B. The appropriate action is a Gross Misconduct penalty under Rule 11.4.

C.
We need to be mindful of the escalation that comments like this can provoke. If we don’t address this appropriately 
and immediately, it emboldens players to make discriminatory comments and can provoke emotional, unpredictable 
actions from people on the receiving end of those comments. 

A. 
This is definitely maltreatment. It is disrespectful/abusive and the defending player is using the term “girl” with a 
negative connotation (including use of profanity), implying that because their opponent is weak or scared, that makes 
them a girl.

B. The appropriate action is a Gross Misconduct penalty under Rule 11.4.

C.
We need to be mindful of the escalation that comments like this can provoke. If we don’t address this appropriately 
and immediately, it emboldens players to make discriminatory comments and can provoke emotional, unpredictable 
actions from people on the receiving end of those comments. 
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9. A player on the home team gets a breakaway and tries to deke the goalie but 
ends up missing the net completely. When they get back to their bench, their coach 
begins berating them. Eventually the coach says, "you're fucking useless… why are 
you even on this team?" You're standing in front of the visitors bench but you can 
clearly hear what the coach is saying. 

A. 
This is definitely maltreatment. A coach is in a position of authority over a player and that type of language is not 
acceptable. If the coach said this to an official, we would penalize it. If a coach was berating an opposing player, we 
would penalize it. So we have to penalize the same behaviour when it’s direct at someone on their team. 

B. The appropriate action is a Game Misconduct penalty under Rule 11.2. 

C.
We need to be mindful of the role that officials play in facilitating a safe and fair game for all. The game is not safe 
with this coach on the bench and it is possible that this behaviour is a regular occurrence but nobody has acted on it. 
Under the maltreatment emphasis, if we observe something, we need to address it according to the rules.

Back

A. 
This is definitely maltreatment. A coach is in a position of authority over a player and that type of language is not 
acceptable. If the coach said this to an official, we would penalize it. If a coach was berating an opposing player, we 
would penalize it. So we have to penalize the same behaviour when it’s direct at someone on their team. 

B. The appropriate action is a Game Misconduct penalty under Rule 11.2. 

C.
We need to be mindful of the role that officials play in facilitating a safe and fair game for all. The game is not safe 
with this coach on the bench and it is possible that this behaviour is a regular occurrence but nobody has acted on it. 
Under the maltreatment emphasis, if we observe something, we need to address it according to the rules.

A. 
This is definitely maltreatment. A coach is in a position of authority over a player and that type of language is not 
acceptable. If the coach said this to an official, we would penalize it. If a coach was berating an opposing player, we 
would penalize it. So we have to penalize the same behaviour when it’s direct at someone on their team. 

B. The appropriate action is a Game Misconduct penalty under Rule 11.2. 

C.
We need to be mindful of the role that officials play in facilitating a safe and fair game for all. The game is not safe 
with this coach on the bench and it is possible that this behaviour is a regular occurrence but nobody has acted on it. 
Under the maltreatment emphasis, if we observe something, we need to address it according to the rules.
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10. #4 Blue makes a hard but legal body check against #11 Green. Play 
continues but #11 Green is following #4 Blue around the ice, looking for an 
opportunity to check them back. When play stops, #4 Blue turns around and 
makes a ‘come on’ gesture with his hands and says "let's go tough guy... 
what are you gonna do? Nothing."

A. 
This is maltreatment. It is certainly “inciting an opponent into incurring a penalty” and it is certainly of a personal 
nature; challenging the player to prove their toughness. If the player did not make the “come on” gesture with their 
hands, we might be able to handle the action differently. But the gesture makes this a challenge. 

B. Under the rules, this calls for a Misconduct penalty under Rule 11.2. We also don’t want to penalize the Blue team for 
this action, by assessing a Minor penalty under Rule 11.1 against Blue #4. 

C.
If we don’t address this type of challenging behaviour, there may be immediate consequences (in the form of an 
altercation) and it may also embolden this behaviour, which can create more scrums and altercations later in the 
game.

Back

A. 
This is maltreatment. It is certainly “inciting an opponent into incurring a penalty” and it is certainly of a personal 
nature; challenging the player to prove their toughness. If the player did not make the “come on” gesture with their 
hands, we might be able to handle the action differently. But the gesture makes this a challenge. 

B. Under the rules, this calls for a Misconduct penalty under Rule 11.2. We also don’t want to penalize the Blue team for 
this action, by assessing a Minor penalty under Rule 11.1 against Blue #4. 

C.
If we don’t address this type of challenging behaviour, there may be immediate consequences (in the form of an 
altercation) and it may also embolden this behaviour, which can create more scrums and altercations later in the 
game.

A. 
This is maltreatment. It is certainly “inciting an opponent into incurring a penalty” and it is certainly of a personal 
nature; challenging the player to prove their toughness. If the player did not make the “come on” gesture with their 
hands, we might be able to handle the action differently. But the gesture makes this a challenge. 

B. Under the rules, this calls for a Misconduct penalty under Rule 11.2. We also don’t want to penalize the Blue team for 
this action, by assessing a Minor penalty under Rule 11.1 against Blue #4. 

C.
If we don’t address this type of challenging behaviour, there may be immediate consequences (in the form of an 
altercation) and it may also embolden this behaviour, which can create more scrums and altercations later in the 
game.
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11. You are setting up for a face-off and the two wingers are chirping each 
other. You say to them, "alright, stay outside the circle and let's go". The 
defending player looks at the attacking player and says to you, "you'd better 
repeat that, I bet this one doesn't even speak English." 

A. 
This is maltreatment. The question is whether or not it is disrespectful (11.2) or discriminatory (11.4), which is a very 
tricky determination to make. This would depend on whether the attacking player is visibly identifiable as a racialized 
person or speaks with an accent.

B. Under the rules, this calls for a minimum of a Misconduct penalty under Rule 11.2 and possibly a Gross Misconduct 
penalty under Rule 11.4. How can we handle this situation appropriately? 

C.
Whether or not this comment was intended to be discriminatory, it is certainly a deliberate choice on the part of the 
defending player, and we need to be aware of that. They could have said anything, but they chose those words. We 
need to be aware of how this could escalate from there. 

Back

A. 
This is maltreatment. The question is whether or not it is disrespectful (11.2) or discriminatory (11.4), which is a very 
tricky determination to make. This would depend on whether the attacking player is visibly identifiable as a racialized 
person or speaks with an accent.

B. Under the rules, this calls for a minimum of a Misconduct penalty under Rule 11.2 and possibly a Gross Misconduct 
penalty under Rule 11.4. How can we handle this situation appropriately? 

C.
Whether or not this comment was intended to be discriminatory, it is certainly a deliberate choice on the part of the 
defending player, and we need to be aware of that. They could have said anything, but they chose those words. We 
need to be aware of how this could escalate from there. 

A. 
This is maltreatment. The question is whether or not it is disrespectful (11.2) or discriminatory (11.4), which is a very 
tricky determination to make. This would depend on whether the attacking player is visibly identifiable as a racialized 
person or speaks with an accent.

B. Under the rules, this calls for a minimum of a Misconduct penalty under Rule 11.2 and possibly a Gross Misconduct 
penalty under Rule 11.4. How can we handle this situation appropriately? 

C.
Whether or not this comment was intended to be discriminatory, it is certainly a deliberate choice on the part of the 
defending player, and we need to be aware of that. They could have said anything, but they chose those words. We 
need to be aware of how this could escalate from there. 
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12. #6 of the visiting team takes a double Minor penalty for head contact. 
After serving their penalty, they return to their bench. #13 of the home 
team leans over the bench and says "the next time you step on the ice, I'm 
going to send you back where you came from in an ambulance." 

A. This is maltreatment. It is, at minimum, a “targeted” comment, designed to “intimidate” an opponent, under Rule 11.2.

B.
The comment to send them “back where they came from” is concerning and we have to evaluate that carefully, as the 
player making the comment is from the home team. But is the visiting team from another town? Is this a factual 
statement? Or is the player visibly identifiable as racialized? In the case of a comment that is so specific and targeted, 
we have to be very careful about giving the player making the comment the benefit of the doubt. 

C.
This is extremely aggressive behaviour; arguably a precursor for a deliberate attempt to injure. Even if we determine 
that it is 11.2, rather than 11.4, should we assess a Game Misconduct penalty in order to remove the player from the 
game? 

Back

A. This is maltreatment. It is, at minimum, a “targeted” comment, designed to “intimidate” an opponent, under Rule 11.2.

B.
The comment to send them “back where they came from” is concerning and we have to evaluate that carefully, as the 
player making the comment is from the home team. But is the visiting team from another town? Is this a factual 
statement? Or is the player visibly identifiable as racialized? In the case of a comment that is so specific and targeted, 
we have to be very careful about giving the player making the comment the benefit of the doubt. 

C.
This is extremely aggressive behaviour; arguably a precursor for a deliberate attempt to injure. Even if we determine 
that it is 11.2, rather than 11.4, should we assess a Game Misconduct penalty in order to remove the player from the 
game? 

A. This is maltreatment. It is, at minimum, a “targeted” comment, designed to “intimidate” an opponent, under Rule 11.2.

B.
The comment to send them “back where they came from” is concerning and we have to evaluate that carefully, as the 
player making the comment is from the home team. But is the visiting team from another town? Is this a factual 
statement? Or is the player visibly identifiable as racialized? In the case of a comment that is so specific and targeted, 
we have to be very careful about giving the player making the comment the benefit of the doubt. 

C.
This is extremely aggressive behaviour; arguably a precursor for a deliberate attempt to injure. Even if we determine 
that it is 11.2, rather than 11.4, should we assess a Game Misconduct penalty in order to remove the player from the 
game? 
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The purpose of being involved in hockey is to play hockey. Trash-talking, chirping, and 
insults are not playing hockey and they make the game feel less welcoming and less safe. 

We all play a role in changing the culture of the game. Officials must work hand-in-hand 
with administrators, coaches, parents and players. Officials have the responsibility to: 

• Support all members of our sport to realize their full potential in a fair and safe 
environment.

• Help change the hockey culture and make it more inclusive to all Canadians. 

• Call out discrimination, because it is the right thing to do.

No more excuses – It is not part of the game.

Change the culture! 
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